
Augmented Reality
Let's build our virtual world



Today we can move to virtual world and sligthly move it to our reality.
Thanks to VR we can have fun, but what about AR?



Usage of AR
Augmented Reality can be used to help you with career building.
Let's see where we can find usage of AR:

• Medicine

• Aircraft

• Marketing

• Motorization

But because our health is most important, let's take the closest look



Let's take a look
Thanks to the Augmented Reality, our doctors will be able to 
plan a surgery or other complex operations.

Also it can guide new surgeons during time of need.

Maybe, in the future instead of typical narcosis, we will dive into 
the virtual world during surgeries.



Who doesn't like games?
But I want to play a game, so what then?
Don’t worry. You will find games for you without a problem.
Many phones have games which use AR. Ideal example can be Pokemon
GO.



What if I want to 
have renovation?

There is no problem with that either. 
Wanna change a wall color? Just 
press a button and choose a color
which you like. 
You dont need to bring samples from 
shop.
Or maybe want to see how
the new furniture will look like in 
your house? Just choose it and see
yourself. Easy like that.



Okay cool, but what do we need for AR?
It's simple, to have Augmented Reality working we will need:

• Hardware, like: processor, sensor and imput devices, display.

• Some software and other complicated stuff

• GUI (Graphical User Interface) for normal people to see through
this

• Special contact lenses or sunglasses

• Network (optional)

• Little bit advanced tech for adjustments



Is there any danger?



Of course there is!
Anything can be dangerous. But we can't just abandon something

what can help us that much, just because there is a little danger. If
you want to know what can happen there is a list:

• Possibility of being hit by the car
• Greater possibility of car incidents

• Traps placed by some thugs for players (Pokemon GO incidents)
• Filming someone without his consent

• Private information leaks
• Possible eyesight problems

As we can see most of this cases is caused because of our inattention
or by sole stupidity like playing while driving a car.


